ABSTRACT The purpose of face sketch synthesis technique is to generate a sketch from an input face image given a set of face sketch-photo images as the training set. Since face sketch synthesis is attracting huge attentions, an experimental study to existing methods is nontrivial. This paper provides a comprehensive review and comparative study to representative face sketch synthesis methods. These methods are further sub-divided into two main categories: data-driven methods, also known as exemplar-based methods, and model-driven methods. Generally, exemplar-based face sketch synthesis consists of four parts: patch representation; neighbor selection; weight computation; and patch assembling. Model-driven methods explicitly learn the mapping from face photos to face sketches. We have drawn some promising conclusions in this paper which have not been investigated before.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face sketch synthesis means to generate sketches of input face photos from the training dataset that contains sketchphoto image pairs. It plays a vital role in the field of lawenforcement as well as the digital entertainment. As the application of law-enforcement is concerned, it always happens that face photos of a suspect extracted from the video surveillance are either in a low resolution or captured with pose/light variations or even getting no information from the video. Then the sketches drawn by forensic experts from recorded videos or descriptions from eyewitness play a substitutive role for the suspect identification. Face sketch synthesis is usually applied to reduce the great texture inconsistency between mug shot photo-sketches images, i.e., mug shot images are transmuted into sketches and then the probe sketches drawn by artists are used to recover the suspect from synthesized sketches. Our previous work [1] gives a comprehensive review to face hallucination which includes both the face super-resolution and the face sketch synthesis. That work focuses on the methodology analysis and categorizes face sketch synthesis methods into four sub-categories: Bayesian inference-based methods, subspace learning-based methods, sparse representation-based methods and the combination of Bayesian inference and subspace learning-based methods. In that study, we found that some recent representative methods (e.g., fully convolutional networks-based method (FCN) [2] , linear regression-based method (LR) [3] , and generative adversarial networks-based method (GAN) [4] ) cannot be classified into any of these categories. In addition, comparative analysis from an experimental perspective has not been investigated in either the work [1] or other existing face sketch synthesis methods. This motivates us to give this comprehensive comparative study covering all these methods. In this study, according to the training samples which participate in the synthesis process (the test phase), the existing face sketch synthesis methods are further classified into two main categories: data-driven methods and model-driven methods. Data-driven methods, also known as exemplar-based methods, are generally composed of four parts: patch representation, neighbor selection, weight computation and patch assembling, i.e., they need to traverse the training photos to select some number of nearest neighbors for each test photo patch. Model-driven methods learn the mapping relationship from training photos to training sketches in an offline manner. Then during the test phase, this learned mapping is used to transform the test photo into sketches instead of synthesis by traversing through training photos.
II. DATA-DRIVEN METHODS
For face sketch synthesis, data-driven methods are very complex in computation because the training data scaling increases linearly and some face photo-sketch pairs are required as training dataset. By giving the face image as input, we get the final sketch from the linear combination between the existed sketches in training dataset. The linearly combined coefficients are obtained by the reconstruction of test image by using the photos in training dataset [11] . Tang and Wang [12] and [13] started the pioneer work on datadriven methods for face sketch synthesis. We further divided these data-driven methods into three sub-categories: subspace learning-based method, sparse representation-based method and probabilistic graphical model-based method.
A. SUBSPACE LEARNING-BASED METHOD
Patch representation is obtained from sketch-photo pairs by dividing them into even patches according to subspace learning method. A sketch is synthesized by searching the similar sample sketches based on distinct sketch patch representation by projecting it into its subspace as reduced dimensional feature space from the dataset. Then the target sketch is generated from the reconstruction models weighted by linearly combined coefficients. These methods assume that the linearly combined coefficients are shared the same for sketch and its corresponding photo [14] . In subspace learning-based method, principal component analysis (PCA) performs an important role in projecting the test image onto the training image dataset to get the linearly combined coefficients. Then, these projected coefficients synthesized the target sketch by linearly combining the sketches in training dataset [3] , which isn't with regards to the nonlinear combination between the sketch-photo pairs. This PCA-based methodology causes the very holistic reconstruction process by the loss of a few fine details and the image blurring effects. Consequently, Liu et al. [5] address the problem of nonlinearity by using nearby linearity, and they proposed a non-linear mapping method from an image to its corresponding sketch in some piecewise modus to get the target sketch by dividing the sketch-photo pair into some small overlapping image patches. This thought is aroused by the locally linear embedding [15] , which is an established manifold learning strategy. The testphoto patch is reconstructed to find the ''K'' nearest neighbors (K-NNs) photo patches from training dataset according to Euclidean distance. During this process, the reconstruction coefficients are generated by their weight computation method. By giving an input low-resolution image patch ''y'', ''K'' nearest neighbors y i (i = 1, . . . , K ) are derived from the low-resolution training photo patches. The reconstruction weight vector ''w'' is formulated through resolving the least squares problem
Then, high rate information x i of the ''K'' high-resolution photo patches has the linear combination with the corresponding selected ''K'' low-resolution candidates,
The target high-resolution photo patch is reproduced by adding the corresponding low frequency information input photo patch. By putting all the gained image patches together, the final target sketch is obtained. According to K-NN selection model, Song et al. [7] proposed a spatial sketch denoising (SSD) problem for face sketch synthesis and used conjugate gradient method to calculate the reconstruction weight. Let S SSD represent the denoised sketch photo, and the value of a denoised sketch at ''p'' pixel location is given below by [7] :
where | p | is the numeral of pixels in p patch. Fast-RSLCR [10] proposed the fast-offline random sampled technique for sketch synthesis than all the state-of-theart methodologies by using the locality constraint [16] to make a model for the distinctive correspondences among test patches and the random sampled (target sketch) patches. This method is also based on subspace-learning. Suppose a column-vector (i,j) represents the patch position at the i-th row and the j-th column of image patch. Consider n rs denote the amount of random sampled patches. X (i,j) ∈ R 3p 2 ×n rs are the sampled training image patches and Y (i,j) ∈ R p 2 ×n rs are the sketch patches of x (i,j) ∈ R 3p 2 ×1 patch bunch. The weight computation is measured by test image patch including the random sampled image patches. The weight reconstruction model is given by [10] :
where is a multiplication sign, w (i,j) denote weight representation of test image patch x (i,j) , and λ controls the error of reconstruction and locality-constraint. d (i,j) represent the distance of test image patch x (i,j) derived by Euclidean, and X (i,j) contain the sampled training image patches. The problem (3) has analytical solutioń
B. SPARSE REPRESENTATION-BASED METHOD
Sparse representation chooses a subset of the input photo efficiently and discards all the other potentially less conservative representations between all subsets of base vectors as indicated by sparse representation-based method. For face VOLUME 6, 2018 sketch synthesis, the calculated sparse representation chooses the most pertinent patches which present the fine representations for test photo by evading the parameter selection for the existing neighbor selection-based methods. Chang et al. [17] proposed a technique to accomplish locally used dictionaries over little regions, which made great utilization of the alignment of face photo-sketch images with respect to both hypothetically and numerically. Gao et al. [6] proposed a technique for face sketch synthesis based on sparse representation by taking the greedy search as trade-off among computational time and search range by using sparse feature selection [18] . Consider the query photo P i (i = 1, . . . , N q ), N q is the number of query photos, then divide the ''n'' even patches with overlap, i.e., P i = (P ij , . . . , P in ), where P ij is the j-th patch of photo i. Let C p represent a dictionary, its columns contain the patches sampled by the photo in training set and C s show the dictionary, in which sketch patches are the column vectors of its corresponding C p photo patches. Sparse representation of P ij is formulated by [6] :
where w ij = (w ij1 , w ij2 , . . . , w ijc ) T represents the coefficient vector and ''c'' is the number of columns in C p or C s .
C. PROBABILISTIC GRAPHICAL MODEL-BASED METHOD
All the aforementioned methods neglect the compatibility constraint functions (data compatibility and spatial compatibility) between the adjacent photo-sketch images patches over the stage of the nearest-neighbor selection. As for probabilistic graphical model-based method, Wang and Tang [8] came up with an idea that the Markov random fields (MRF) is used to define the dependency among the nearby patches. Selecting the neighbors through maximum a posterior (MAP) rule can cause some distortion around the face details like eye, nose and mouth. The face image is divided into ''N'' patches. Let y j and x j represent the input photo patch and the sketch patch is the estimated patch j. Their dependency is written as (x j , y j ), which gives the local mark for x j . The variable x j is linked to the remaining sketch nodes neighborhood by the compatibility function (x j , y j ). The joint probability between input image and its sketch is derived by [8] :
Compatibility functions (x j1 , y j2 ) and (x j , y j ) are described by
where ãĂ-ỹ l j shows the corresponding image patch of the candidate sketch patch ãĂ −x l j according to training dataset.
and d m j1j2 describe the intensities of the lth candidate sketch and the mth candidate sketch patch respectively. As Markov network, the formulation for minimum meansquare error (MMSE) estimatorx jMMSE is given as
Zhou et al. [9] proposed a weighted MRF named as Markov weight fields (MWF) method that can model a relationship between sketch-photo images patches by deriving the linearly combined ''K'' neighbors to the Markov networks. Let t i denote L-vector of the i-th test patch, where i ∈ 1 . . . N . For the i-th test patch p i,k is the L-vectors of the kth candidate photo patch and s i,k is the L-vectors of its corresponding sketch patch. The sketch patches by weight of ''K'' candidate, K-vector w i with elements w i,k show weight of the k-th candidate sketch patch. The joint probability of t i and w i , ∀ i ∈ 1, . . . , N is given by [9] :
where
By minimizing the cost function
In data-driven methods, neighbor selection model for face sketch synthesis is the utmost time-consuming stage, because we need to traverse the whole training data to get the target sketch patch. Data-driven methods limit the efficiency of synthesis by searching all the training images for each target sketch patch around the place near test patch.
III. MODEL-DRIVEN METHODS
Model-driven methods are also inspired by subspace learning-based methods [3] , [5] . These are actually modelbased techniques which are connected directly to generate the sketches from input test images by dividing the space spanned by sketch-photo images pairs into few subspaces spanned by sketch-photo patches pairs. Linear regression is applied to learn these subspaces. For an individual test image patch, the closest subspace is used to generate the target sketch image patch. Ridge regression has been applied to understand the mapping between image patches and its corresponding sketch patches. The mapping function of ridge regressor is employed to acquire the transformation from photo patches X ∈ R (d×n) to sketch patches Y ∈ R (d×n) and formulated by [3] :
where (m×p) is a matrix of (m × p) coefficients, and is a matrix for residual error.
To minimize the overfitting and derive the unique solution for coefficients matrix , the regularization is performed as follows
where λ denotes the regularization parameter.
Chang et al. [19] suggested a method named multivariate output regression (MOR) by using the ridge regression and relevance vector machine (RVM) to understand the mapping relation between sketch-photo patch pairs. All face sketch and photo images are divided into a few overlapped patches. Training sketch-photo patch pairs are used to derive local regression. By comparing the single-output regression, multivariate output regression prescribes the synthesized sketch patches with the consistency of structural constraints. Thus the equations for the ridge regression Eq. (14) and RVM Eq. (15) forms are as follows according to [19] :
min
where Y = (y 1 âĂŽy 2 , . . . , y n ), R(B) = λ B 2 and F = ((f ãĂ − (xãĂ− 1 ), f (x 2 ), . . . , (f ãĂ − (xãĂ− n )) and λ is the regularization parameter. Zhang et al. [20] applied a support vector regression (SVR) method, which initially get estimation of the synthesized sketch based on existing method. Subsequently, SVR based model for sketch-photo synthesis has been used to improve the initial estimate with high-frequency information. Then, they have got the target sketch from the synthesis process by combining these two stages together. Consider a set of training data ''N''
where x i is a point from the input space R n and y i is the corresponding output from the space ''R''. Then, find a function with the least deviation between f (x i ) and y i , i = 1, . . . , N . Suppose f (x) is formed as:
where w ∈ R n , b ∈ R, and φ are the nonlinear functions that transform ''x'' to a high-dimensional space. The value of ''w'' and ''b'' are minimizing the regression risk error,
The solution for minimization problem risk error (19) is as follows:
K (·) represents kernel function, and α i and α * i are Lagrange multipliers.
Zhu and Wang [21] proposed a methodology which divides the training photo-sketch patch pairs into some class clusters. These clusters can learn the mapping relationship between training photo patches and their corresponding sketch patches by using a simple ridge regression model. That is a modeldriven based method. Then the synthesized target sketch is obtained by mutual multiplication of the input test image patch with a regression matrix. For face sketch synthesis process, the mapping which is in the same class is almost liner between sketch-photo patches pairs. Suppose each class has a matrix of training sketch patches Y ∈ R (m×n) and the matrix of training photo patches X ∈ R (p×n) , the linear mapping between X and Y can be written as
where γ indicates residual error vector and α (mÃ−p) represents a coefficients matrix. To find the unique solution λ might be solved as follows
Another model-driven method proposed in [2] , a fully convolutional networks-based method (FCN) generated the corresponding target sketch images directly by taking the whole face photos as inputs. This architecture is stacked by small layers of convolutional kernels. They defined a joint generative-discriminative formulation procedure for the face sketch-photo generation by learning the network optimization objective. This minimization problem can illustrate individual person details more clearly against other individuals and get the most precise synthesized sketch. Consider ''N'' objects are in the training dataset and every object consists of one photo P i and one sketch S i . Function f (W , P i ) signifies the sketch produced by an entirely convolutional network with the parameter of ''W''. The loss function is as follows where L discrim , L gen describe the discriminative regularizer and generative loss respectively. α represents the discriminative regularizer.
L(P, S, W ) = L gen (P, S, W ) + αL discrim (P, S, W ) (23)
Generative loss and discriminative regularizer are defined by the following functions
Parameter λ is used to evade numeric overflow. Isola et al. [4] proposed a generative adversarial networkbased method (GAN). These networks learn the mapping relationship between input images to output images with the loss function formulations. Through GAN, it is validated that the synthesized photos are described from the label maps and reconstructing objects are from the edge maps effectively. GANs are the generative models, so that they learn a mapping from random noise vector ''z'' to output ''y'', G : z → y. In distinction, cGANs learn a mapping from observed image ''x'' and random noise vector ''z'', to ''y'', G : {x, z} → y. The generator ''G'' is accomplished to take the outputs that cannot be illustrated from ''real'' images with the adversarially competent discriminator ''D'', which is trained to detect the generators ''fakes'' as well. The objective of a cGAN is formulated according to [4] :
where G minimizes this objective against an adversarial D that stabs to maximize this objective, i.e.,
By mixing the GAN objective along the traditional loss ''L2'' distance, it is also discovered by using ''L1'' distance rather than ''L2'' as ''L1'' inspires the low blurring margin:
The final objective is
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct the comparative analysis by doing different experiments on the aforementioned methods for face sketch synthesis to illustrate their efficiency and effectiveness. The graphics quality of synthesized face sketches is summarized into mainly subjective perception. Also, the structural similarity index metric (SSIM) scores and face recognition accuracies are summarized as objective evaluation as well.
A. DATA PREPARATION
Our experiments are based on two publicly available databases: the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) Face Sketch Database named as CUFS [8] and the CUHK Face Sketch FERET Database named as CUFSF [22] . The CUFS database contains face images from three sub-datasets: the CUHK student database [12] consists of 188 face sketch and photo pairs in which 88 pairs are used for training dataset and the rest 100 pairs are for test dataset, the Aleix Robert (AR) database [24] includes 123 face sketch-photo images pairs in which 80 pairs are taken as the training set and the rest 43 are used for testing setïĳŇ and the extended multi modal verification for teleservices and security application XM2VTS database [25] consists of 295 face sketch and photo pairs in which 100 pairs are chosen as the training dataset randomly and the rest 195 are for testing dataset. People in the XM2VTS database have various attributes such as ethnics (races), age difference and hair-cuts. The CUFSF database consists of 1194 face sketch-photo images pairs include the FERET database [25] in which 250 images pairs are taken as training dataset randomly and other 944 are taken the testing dataset. Both CUFS and CUFSF databases have a face image and a face sketch that artists draw for each person in it. Face images in the CUFSF database have some robustness by lighting variation and sketch images have the shape exaggeration. To synthesize the sketch, we performed the comparative analysis on all face sketch synthesis methods discussed in the paper according to their original parameter settings by using the CUFS database and the CUFSF database. According to LLE [5] , the three parameters are discussed: number of K nearest-neighbors set as K = 5, patch size 13 × 13, and the 2/3 region is used for overlapping between two adjacent patches during experiments. Sketch images and face photos both are cropped into the size of 160 × 100. According to SFS [6] , a sketch-photo is taken as test sample and the rest sketchâĂ"photo images pairs are considered as training samples. The value for patch size is 36 × 36 for all sketch-photo pairs with the 28 × 28 area overlapping. All the face sketchphoto images are cropped by the size 163 × 200 and normalized both in symmetrical and grayscale tasks. According to SSD [7] , the values set for the search radius of displacement vector are 5 pixels in the K-NN search process. The number of candidates is corresponding to K = 5. has the size of 17×17 pixels. Both the face sketch and photo images are cropped by the size 250 × 200 during all the experiments. According to MRF [8] , the experiments consist of two layers. The first layer has the patch size of 10 × 10 and on the second layer patch size is set to 20 × 20. The face region size is 200 × 250. The values in Eq. (7) set as σ e = 0.5 and σ c = 0.5 throughout the experiments. According to MWF [9] , the face images are alienated by small patches with size of 10 × 10, and adjacent patches contain the pixel value 5 within overlapping area. Each test image patch has K = 10 candidates chosen from the training data. Test patch candidates are selected within 26×26 local regions. Value α is 0.25. The weight for synthesized sketches is set to 0.08. According to Fast-RSLCR [10] , there are five parameters for the sketch synthesis experiments. Search length is set to 5 and patch size is set to 20 with overlap size of 14. The random sampled patches are set to 800 with regularization parameter λ = 0.5. The nearest-neighbor value for Fast-RSLCR is set to K = 200. The image crop size 250 × 200 is set for all the face images during experiments. According to FCN [2] , the size 155 × 200 is set for photo images and the size 143 × 188 is set for sketch images. Synthesized sketches on (a) the CUFS database and (b) the CUFSF database according to LLE [5] , SFS [6] , SSD [7] , MRF [8] , MWF [9] , Fast-RSLCR [10] , FCN [2] , LR [3] and GAN [4] methods.
The optimization objective α set in Eq. (23) is 104 and λ set in Eq. (25) is 109. Gaussian distribution has the zero mean, and 0.01 is the value used for standard deviation with the bias value of 0. According to LR [3] , two parameters are used: the patch size and the overlapping degree among the adjacent patches. Sketch synthesis result is improved by using VOLUME 6, 2018 large overlap region in a particular range as well as large patch. Patch size 20 × 20 is set, and overlap size is set to 18. The image crop size of 250 × 200 is set for all the face sketch-photo images. According to GAN [4] , for map↔aerial photo, 256 × 256 resolution images are accomplished, but demoralized by fully-convolutional transformation according to test phase on 512 × 512 images.
B. DATA ANALYSIS 1) FACE SKETCH SYNTHESIS
In Fig. 1(a) , the graphical comparisons on the synthesized sketches based on the CUFS dataset (consists of three datasets) are shown. The first two photos column-wise are taken as the input test photos from the CUHK student dataset, the second two photos are from the AR dataset and the last two photos are from the XM2VTS dataset. The synthesized sketch results of the aforementioned methods can be seen in the figure from the second column LLE to the last column GAN respectively. We might find from the figure that all these face sketch synthesis methods attained the comparative performance of both AR dataset and CUHK student dataset, because people used as input photo belong to same age and race group. Nevertheless, the synthesized sketch results of the LLE, SFS, SSD, MRF and MWF have rough deformations and patch mismatch around the face region in the XM2VTS dataset. In Fig. 1(b) , the synthesized sketch results based on CUFSF database consist of 1194 images by the FERET database, in which we chose 250 pairs for the training dataset and the rest 944 are the test dataset. Robustness of all the aforementioned methods is also investigated against shape illumination and exaggeration variations on this database. SFS, MRF, FCN, LR have some noise and patch mismatch variation around the face region as compared to other remaining methods.
2) IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
The structural similarity index metric (SSIM) [26] is implemented to measure the perceptual metric difference between the synthesized images and its corresponding distortion-free images (reference images) including face sketch synthesis, image restoration and image super-resolution tasks. It can be adopted to evaluate the quality of sketch image because of its effectiveness and efficiency, and to extract the visual structural information of the scene. Therefore, structural similarity can be measured to provide the better estimation of the alleged sketch image quality. SSIM scores in different statistical curves are shown in Fig. 2(a) for the CUFS database and Fig. 2(b) for CUFSF database separately for all the methods that we discussed above. According to the figures, the horizontal axis represents the SSIM scores while the vertical axis shows the synthesized sketch percentage. The SSIM score on CUFSF database represents the more superiority of all the state-of-the-art face sketch synthesis methods. It illustrates that the Fast-RSLCR method has achieved the better illumination variations as compared to other methods. Table 1 presents the average SSIM scores of all these face sketch synthesis methods. Fast-RSLCR method has obtained the best average SSIM score in both the CUFS database and the CUFSF database as compared to other represented methods.
3) FACE SKETCH RECOGNITION
Face recognition on the basis of sketches is constantly used to avail the law-enforcement and also employed by alternative quantitative evaluation metric. The real sketches of the images that artists draw are usually engaged as probe images and the sketches that are synthesized illustrate an important role of photos in the picture collection gallery. For the face recognition, Nullspace linear discriminant analysis (NLDA) [27] is mostly used to perform every experiment.
To calculate the NDLA, 150 sketches are selected from the CUFS database that have been synthesized randomly and their corresponding sketches that artist draw are used for classifier training. The gallery set contains 188 sketch images. Same from the CUFSF database, 300 synthesized sketches are picked randomly and their corresponding sketches are used for training dataset. The rest 644 synthesized sketches are in the gallery set. By randomly partitioning the data, we revise each face recognition experiment at least 20 times. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) give the face recognition accuracy rates in contrast to the variations between the reduced number of dimensions by NLDA on the CUFS database and CUFSF database respectively. Table 2 shows the best sketch based face recognition rates on some dimensions (numbers in small brackets). Fast-RSLCR method obtained the best accuracy of 98.43% in CUFS database and MWF obtained the highest accuracy of 74.05 % for the CUFSF database.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we present a comprehensive comparative study on the representative face sketch synthesis methods. These methods are gathered into two main categories: datadriven methods, moreover known as exemplar-based methods, and model-driven methods. Mostly, exemplar-based face sketch synthesis contains four parts: patch representation, neighbor selection, weight computation and patch assembling. In data-driven methods, the most time taking process of face sketch synthesis is the nearest-neighbor selection model, because we need to traverse the whole training data to get the target sketch. These methods increase the computational cost as compared to model-driven methods. The data-driven face sketch synthesis methods can be further grouped into three sub-groups: subspace learning-based method, sparse representation-based method, and probabilistic graphical model-based method. Model-driven methods unequivocally learn the mapping model from face photos VOLUME 6, 2018 to face sketches by dividing the space spanned by sketchphoto images pairs into a few subspaces spanned by sketchphoto patches pairs. Regression based models are applied to learn these subspaces. Model-driven methods decrease the computational cost and also there is no need to traverse the whole training data to get the target sketch. Through the comparative analysis on our experiments with the subjective part (in sense of synthesized sketches quality) and objective part (SSIM and face recognition based on sketches) evaluations are explained in details and the efficiency and effectiveness of all the methods discussed in the paper are also investigated by using the publicly available CUFS and CUFSF databases. Finally, we mentioned several promising future directions and tasks such as robustness, computational cost, superresolution techniques and improvement in performance, and we believe this comparative study will benefit the readers to get a comprehensive overview about face sketch synthesis and recognition. Prof. Gao is currently a fellow of the Institution of Engineering and Technology. He served as the general chair/co-chair, the program committee chair/co-chair, or a PC member for around 30 major international conferences. He is on the Editorial Boards of several journals, including Signal Processing (Elsevier) and Neurocomputing (Elsevier). VOLUME 6, 2018 
